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Ad #1
Ad Body Copy:
So, you’re interested in going solar! If you’re looking to improve your Queensland home, there’s no
better way. At Pedleys Solar, we’re devoted to providing a top-quality solar energy system to help
you lower your bills and save the planet.
For a limited time, we’re running a special deal that’s designed to achieve energy savings within a
month. For $0 down, you’ll get a 6.6kW Jinko + Sungrow Solar System professionally installed by
our team of CEC-accredited electricians — plus a Google Home Mini. If you don’t see solar credits
on your first power bill post-install, we give you $2000 cashback. We’re that confident that you’ll see
significant savings.
Don’t waste another minute spending too much on electricity. Contact Pedleys Solar today and let’s
upgrade your home for the future.
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (up to 50 characters/10 words): Guaranteed Energy Savings — or $2000
Cash Back
Headline Option 2 (up to 50 characters/10 words): Zero-Risk Solar Upgrade for Queensland
Homes
News Feed Link Description: Pedleys Solar is offering a special solar installation deal for
Queensland homes that would like to lower their energy bills and enjoy the benefits of a 6.6k solar
system.

Ad #2
Ad Body Copy:
You’re in the loop: Pedleys Solar is running a special deal to help you lower your energy bill and
raise the resell value of your home now, and we want you to be one of the first Queensland
homeowners to take advantage of this deal.
For zero money down and zero payments for the first 30 days, you can transform your house or
apartment into a solar-powered, energy-efficient home. At Pedleys, we offer more than a great deal
on solar. With our highly trained, certified electricians and a 25-year performance warranty, we offer
peace of mind.
You’re just one step away from lower power bills and a lower carbon footprint. Reach out to Pedleys
today.
[Video or Image appears here]
Headline Option 1 (up to 50 characters/10 words): A Solar-Powered Home is Just One Step
Away
Headline Option 2 (up to 50 characters/10 words): Now is the Time to Upgrade to Solar
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News Feed Link Description: Pedleys Solar is offering a special solar installation deal for
Queensland homes that would like to lower their energy bills and enjoy the benefits of a 6.6k solar
system.
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